PROPOSAL PREP 101

- Need assistance setting up your Pivot account to locate funding? Contact Sue Grimes (sgrimes@purdue.edu) for one-on-one help.

- Interested in NIH funding opportunities? Contact Perry Kirkham (pkirkham@purdue.edu) for NIH-specific guidance.


- Need a grant writer? Contact Sally Bond (sbond@purdue.edu).

- Want an internal review of your proposal before submission? Contact Sally Bond (sbond@purdue.edu).

- Looking for boilerplate text on Purdue resources? Visit our e-Pubs site at http://docs.lib.purdue.edu/ovpr/.

- Planning a site visit from your funding agency? Contact Sue Grimes (sgrimes@purdue.edu) for logistical help.

ACCESS THE FUNDING AND GRANT WRITING WEBSITE
purdue.edu/research/funding-and-grant-writing

...for key resources such as:
- Workshops
- Self-help proposal development tools and data management plan templates
- Instructions and templates for Purdue limited submissions
- Ideas for broader impacts
- Boilerplate text on ePubs

GET SOCIAL WITH US
Follow us on Twitter at @PUGrantWriter